Case Study: FSA Migrator
OVERVIEW
Market Sector

Fashion

Data

8 TB

Products Used

QUADROtech FSA Migrator

Services Requested

FSA Migration

PROJECT REQUIREMENTS



A large well known top end Fashion retailer needed to move away from FSA for budgetary reasons. They
approached Adept-tec to migrate 8TB of file archived data from Enterprise Vault 9 to new file servers.
The requirement was very specific in that the only data to be moved was archived data associated with
placeholders and all non-archived files. In addition they required a seamless migration that did not impact endusers. The data migration was to be fully reversible if necessary.

ADEPT-TEC SOLUTION








With our knowledge and access to best-of-breed tools, we were able to advise the use of FSA migrator from
QUADROtech because it allows migrations from multiple sources, audit reporting and migrates non archived data.
Essentially, FSA Migrator copies data so the original data is intact until no longer required.
We designed and implemented the solution so that migration could be managed with a single tool
Several FSA targets were migrated simultaneously
As part of the solution we were able to supply detailed reports for the migration
Users were able to continue to access archived data until cutover point
Finally, the Enterprise Vault server was decommissioned after the migration

ABOUT ADEPT-TEC
Adept-tec helps companies implement, enhance and transform their archiving solutions, allowing augmented ediscovery and search capabilities. As well as specialising in migrations, best of breed toolsets and optimising your
archiving experience we can provide full training on the solutions we support.
We offer a full turn-key solution on commissioned projects or can integrate into an existing team structure to provide
specialist advice and skills where required. Our priority is always on advising the customer on the most appropriate and
cost-effective solution utilising the best-of-breed tools. We have a well-deserved reputation for providing our customers
with the optimal solution for their business needs.

